
 
 

 

PKI Solutions Announces Online Availability of Advanced PKI Courses 
 

Self-paced courses help cybersecurity professionals hone their skills to successfully design, 

implement, and manage highly-secure Public Key Infrastructures 

 

PORTLAND, Ore., May 7, 2020 — PKI Solutions, the experts in Public Key Infrastructure 

(PKI) consulting and training, today announced that its Microsoft Active Directory Certificate 

Services (ADCS) Advanced Course is now available online, expanding PKI Solutions’ training 

offerings. PKIs are the foundational backbone of enterprise IT security and organizations 

need to continually ensure the security and integrity of them for optimal performance. 

Individuals and organizations can turn to advanced PKI training to elevate and hone their 

skills to successfully design, implement, and manage highly-secure PKIs. 

 

PKI Solutions offers the most up-to-date PKI training available with two courses: Microsoft 

PKI In-Depth and Microsoft ADCS Advanced. The Microsoft ADCS Advanced online course 

builds on existing PKI and ADCS knowledge. Content drills down on deployment enrollment 

services, CA migrations, CA database management, disaster recovery certificate reporting, 

code signing, and key-pair file management. The Microsoft ADCS Advanced course is the 

follow-on for students who have completed the Microsoft PKI In-Depth Course, a widely 

popular class that drills down into PKI and Microsoft ADCS. All courses are delivered in a 

self-paced, online environment, featuring video, audio and slide-based content, taught by PKI 

expert Mark B. Cooper, president and founder of PKI Solutions, known as The PKI Guy. He 

has worked with PKIs for more than two decades and has led hundreds of PKI trainings 

around the world.  

 

"This class touched on key concepts that I'll be able to implement into our production 

environment with improving our PKI backups, DR process, and reporting,” said Norman 

Langston, Senior Information Systems Analyst, ESL Federal Credit Union. “This class 

teaches practical, hands-on concepts. I've been in IT for over 30 years and this is one of the 

https://www.pkisolutions.com/training/


best classes that I've taken. This class taught me how to make it all work.” 

 

PKI training options for individuals and organizations 

PKI Solutions offers several PKI training options for individuals and organizations. Both the 

Microsoft PKI In-Depth and Microsoft ADCS Advanced courses are available online for 

individuals or for onsite private trainings at organizations, online, via video conferencing, or 

in-person once COVID-19 travel restrictions are lifted: 

• Microsoft PKI In-Depth course to build knowledge and skills; $2,995 
• Microsoft ADCS Advanced course to build on existing PKI and ADCS knowledge, 

$2,995 
• 12-Month Training Subscription, for organizations needing to train multiple people, fully 

transferable to employees, $7,500 per seat 
 

Students who want to try before they enroll can take a Microsoft PKI In-Depth class free of 

charge. Promotional prices are available if students take both courses. Information about PKI 

Solutions training can be found at: pkisolutions.com/training. 

 

“It’s no secret that a well-designed and deployed PKI will help your organization protect and 

manage data today and for years to come,” said Cooper. “We have built this coursework 

based on our many years of experience in the cybersecurity trenches and we want to help 

others build their PKI knowledge base as well as increase their skills.” 

 

About PKI Solutions 

PKI Solutions offers PKI consulting, training, professional services, and assessments to help 

ensure the security of organizations now and in the future. With deep knowledge and 

experience in all things public key infrastructure (PKI) – Microsoft Active Directory Certificate 

Services (ADCS), PKI design and implementation, Internet of Things (IoT), mobile security –

PKI Solutions has the best expertise for organizations of all sizes. PKI Solutions has 

implemented PKI solutions at enterprises, many of them Fortune 500 companies. PKI 

Solutions has led hundreds of PKI trainings, including private trainings, across the country 

and around the world. PKI courses, taught by the company’s founder and president, Mark B. 

Cooper, known as “The PKI Guy,” are available online. More information about PKI Solutions 

is available by visiting https://pkisolutions.com/. 
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